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Nonadditive integration of visual
information in ensemble processing

Tongyu Wang,1 Yuqing Zhao,1 and Jianrong Jia1,2,3,*

SUMMARY

Statistically summarizing information from a stimulus array into an ensemble representation (e.g., the
mean) improves the efficiency of visual processing. However, little is known about how the brain com-
putes the ensemble statistics. Here, we propose that ensemble processing is realized by nonadditive inte-
gration, rather than linear averaging, of individual items. We used a linear regression model approach to
extract EEG responses to three levels of information: the individual items, their local interactions, and
their global interaction. The local and global interactions, representing nonadditive integration of individ-
ual items, elicited rapid and independent neural responses. Critically, only the neural representation of the
global interaction predicted the precision of the ensemble perception at the behavioral level. Further-
more, spreading attention over the global pattern to enhance ensemble processing directly promoted
rapid neural representation of the global interaction. Taken together, these findings advocate a global,
nonadditive mechanism of ensemble processing in the brain.

INTRODUCTION

The visual system is constantly confronted with complex and cluttered information. Due to the limited capacity of the visual system,1,2 pro-

cessing detailed information from each item is mostly impossible. To facilitate information processing, the visual system would capture sta-

tistical regularities inherent in the visual experience, such as the mean value of visual features, and create compressed representations in the

form of summary statistics.3–5 Extensive work has shown that various visual features can be summarized at a glance, even faster than the pro-

cessing of the visual features themselves.6,7 The ability to represent ensemble visual information is a foundation of gist perception,3 whichmay

be realized by a specialized neural mechanism in the brain.8 However, how the individual items are integrated to form the ensemble repre-

sentation and its underlying neural mechanism are still unknown.

Intuitively, amean representation can be generated by linearly averaging the representations of individual items,9–11 either over all items4,5

or over a subset of items,12,13 where individual items were treated independently. On the other hand, ensemble perception is largely influ-

enced by the internal structure of the stimulus set, such as the variance,14 the Gestalt grouping,15 and the number of items,16 suggesting in-

terdependencies of individual items during ensemble perception. Recent studies have further shown that individual items are not treated

equally in ensemble perception. For example, itemswith extremeproperties tend to be downweighted in the stimulus set, just as a statistician

might exclude an outlying data point.17,18 Weighting on individual items has been found in the mean19 and variance20 computations of

ensemble perception. A critical logic behind these findings is that to be appropriately weighted, the individual items in the stimulus set would

not be processed independently. Instead, it is necessary to capture the whole picture, the relationships between the individual items in the

stimulus set. This raises the possibility that the interactions between individual items are involved in the computation of the ensemble

representation.

Involving the interactions between individual items in the ensemble representation means that the individual items are integrated non-

additively rather than linearly. Indeed, evidence of nonadditive integration of local information has been found in the brain for Gestalt psy-

chology15,21 and multisensory integration.22,23 Given the shared characteristics of global processing in these processes, it is natural to ask

whether nonadditive integration of individual items is represented in the brain and contributes to ensemble processing. To represent nonad-

ditive integration, we built a linear regression model that included the information for the interactions between individual items (Figure 1A)

and the information for the individual items as predictors. Specifically, in two experiments, we recorded electroencephalogram (EEG) signals

from human participants and estimated the neural representations and contributions of three levels of information – the individual items, the

local interactions between adjacent items, and the global interaction over all items – inmean size perception. The nonadditive integration was

represented by two forms of interactions (Figure 1A): the local interaction, defined as the products of two adjacent items to capture the local

horizontal connections,22,23 and the global interaction, defined as the product over eight individual items to capture the recurrent neural con-

nections across the neuronal populations representing all individual items.22,23 Because multiplications of information from multiple items
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produce the neural representations of the interaction terms, they could not be decomposed into the representations of each individual item

independently.

To disentangle the neural responses to each of the three levels of information from the overall EEG recordings, we used a regression-

based event-related potentials (rERPs) framework.24–26 In the regression framework, the temporal dynamics of the rERPs could reveal the dy-

namics of brain responses to a given level of visual information. We observed that the individual items and their local and global interactions

were represented in the brain, and that each level of information contributed uniquely to the brain signals.Moreover, only the neural response

to the global interaction was correlated with the precision of ensemble perception at the behavioral level, suggesting a critical role of the

global interaction in ensemble processing. These findings were further supported by our manipulations on attention distributions within par-

ticipants. Spreading attention, a process that enhances ensemble perception, modulated rapid neural responses to the global interaction

which was specifically correlated with the ensemble perception rather than the item perception. Altogether, these results provide strong ev-

idence for rapid neural representations of interactions between individual items during ensemble perception and suggest global, nonaddi-

tive integration of individual items in ensemble processing.

RESULTS

Neural representations of the individual items and their local and global interactions

In Experiment 1 (n = 24), observers estimated the mean size of a circle array composed of eight circles of different radii. They judged whether

the size of a probe circle was larger or smaller than themean size (Figure 1B). Based on the previous findings that the visual system relies on the

radius rather than the mathematical area27,28 to determine the size of a circle, the radius was used as the measure of the circle size. Across

trials, the mean radius of the circle array was uniformly distributed across 10 levels. In contrast, the radii of the individual circles in the array

were randomly distributed. To explore the neural representations of the three levels of information (Figure 1A), we built a linear regression

model. For each participant, three components representing different levels of information were included as predictors in the regression

model to predict the amplitude of the recorded EEGs at each time point during the presentation of the circle array (�0.2 to 1 s relative to

the onset of the circle array). Specifically, information for the individual items (I) was represented by the radii of eight individual circles; infor-

mation for the local interactions (L) between individual items was represented by the eight products between adjacent circles; information for

the global interaction, the highest order interaction over all circles,23,26 was represented by the product of the eight circles (G). The neural

response weights generated by the linear regression models were obtained in each electrode, providing the rERPs for the seventeen pre-

dictors. The rERPs for the eight individual items and the eight local interactions were averaged to represent the neural representations of

the individual items and the local interactions, respectively.

A

B

Figure 1. Experimental hypotheses and the paradigm of Exp. 1

(A) The linear averaging hypothesis (left) suggests that the ensemble representation is achieved by averaging the representations of individual items. The

nonadditive integration hypothesis (middle) proposes that interactions (defined as multiplications) of items contribute to ensemble processing. Definitions of

the individual items and their local and global interactions for the present study are illustrated (right).

(B) Each trial began with the presentation of a fixation point followed by a stimulus array. The stimulus array consisted of eight circles of different radii. A single

probe circle was presented last. The participants responded by judging whether the size of the probe circle was larger than the average size of the stimulus array.
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Figure 2 shows the rERP time courses for the three levels of information in an antero-posterior gradient from prefrontal to occipital elec-

trodes. To quantify the overall activity at each time point, we calculated the global field power (GFP) of the rERPs across all valid electrodes.29

As shown in the left panels of Figure 2, theGFP showed three peaks after the onset of the circle array in the three predictors. These peaks were

significant for the individual items (Peak 1: 0.082 s; Peak 2: 0.14 s; Peak 3: 0.29 s), their local interactions (Peak 1: 0.076 s; Peak 2: 0.118 s; Peak 3:

0.286 s), and their global interaction (Peak 1: 0.094 s; Peak 2: 0.152 s; Peak 3: 0.298 s). Thus, the brain generated rapid neural responses to the

individual items and their local and global interactions.

Interestingly, the rERP showed distinct spatial distributions between the global interaction and the other two components in each GFP

peak. To better reveal the topography of the neural responses, we averaged the rERPs within a 20-ms window around each GFP peak and

identified the significant electrodes using a cluster-based permutation test.30 At the first GFP peak, the individual items (Figure 2A right)

and their local interactions (Figure 2B right) showed two significant positive clusters of electrodes in the bilateral occipital area and one sig-

nificant negative cluster of electrodes in the frontoparietal area. However, only two significant clusters were observed in the global interaction,

one in the frontoparietal area and one in the occipital area across the three GFP peaks (Figure 2C right). For all the three neural representa-

tions, the spatial pattern reversed at the second GFP peak and reversed again at the third GFP peak.

Unique contributions of the individual items and their local and global interactions to electroencephalogram signals

Due to themultiplicative nature of the local and global interactions, the three components of ourmodel were inevitably correlated. Therefore,

it is reasonable to assume that the neural representations for the local and global interactions across individual items are derived from the

neural representation of the individual items. To examine this possibility, we tested whether the individuals, the local interactions, and the

global interaction contributed independently to the EEG signals.31 We constructed a full model that included the individual items, the local

interactions, and the global integration as predictors (the ILGmodel). We then defined three reducedmodels using the local interactions and

the global interaction (the LGmodel), the individuals and the global interaction (the IGmodel), and the individuals and the local interactions

(the IL model) as predictors, respectively. The R2 differences between the full model and the three reduced models could reveal the unique

contribution of the individuals (ILG vs. LG), the local interactions (ILG vs. IG), and the global interaction (ILG vs. IL). To compare the rERPs and

the unique contributions to the EEG signals between the individual items and their local and global interactions, we restricted the analysis to

six electrodes (P5, P7, PO7, P6, P8, and PO8) from the occipital region that commonly showed significant responses to all three levels of in-

formation (Figure 2 right). Figures 3A–3C showed the averaged rERPs across the six electrodes for the three predictors estimated in the full

A

C

B

Figure 2. rERPs to individual items and their local and global interactions in Experiment 1

(A–C) (left) The rERP patterns (i.e., the beta values in all electrodes) and the corresponding global field powers (GFP) of the individual items (A), the local

interactions (B), and the global interaction (C). Electrodes are arranged from the posterior to the anterior (bottom to top). The thick horizontal bars below the

GFP curves mark the significant time points above the baseline. (right) The topographies at the first three peaks of the three predictors. The colors of the

rERP patterns and the topographic maps indicate the sign and magnitude of the beta values. The black asterisks indicate frontoparietal clusters and

the yellow asterisks indicate occipital clusters as revealed by the cluster-based permutation test. The a.u. indicates the arbitrary unit.
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model. The unique R2, as shown in Figures 3D–3F, were significant for all the three predictors shortly after the stimulus onset. Significant clus-

ters were observed for the individual items (0.058–0.440 s), the local interactions (0.088–0.108 s, 0.298–0.400 s, and 0.446–0.512 s), and the

global interaction (0.094–0.210 s and 0.218–0.360 s). Therefore, the local and global interactions of individual circles contribute independently

to the EEG signals.

The processing hierarchy of the individual items, the local interactions, and the global interaction

Weexamined the response latencies of the rERPs in the six selected occipital electrodes (Figures 3A–3C) to the individual items and their local

and global interactions. The response latencies for the three predictors were extracted from the first rERP peaks (time range: 0.06–0.12 s) in

each participant (Figure 3G). A repeatedmeasuresANOVA showed a significant difference between the three latencies (F(1.29, 29.56) = 32.01,

p < 0.001, partial h2 = 0.58; Greenhouse-Geisser corrected). The Bonferroni–corrected post hoc analysis showed that the latency of the global

interaction (0.092 s) was significantly later than that of the individual items (0.082 s, t(23) = 5.35, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.22) and the local

interactions (0.077 s, t(23) = 7.83, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.78). The latency of the local interactions was not significantly different from that

of the individual items (t(23) = 2.48, p = 0.051, Cohen’s d = 0.56). The later peak latency suggested that the global interaction was processed

at a higher level of the information processing hierarchy.32

Behavioral correlates of the early neural response to the global interaction

While the neural representations of the three predictors have been demonstrated in the brain, it is unclear whether they are directly related to

ensemble perception at the behavioral level. To answer this question, we estimated the correlation between the neural responses of the three

predictors and the precision of ensemble perception across participants. In Experiment 1, the participants performed a size judgment task in

which they judgedwhether the probe circle size was larger than the average size of the circle array. The overall response accuracy was 76.69G

5.04% (meanG SD). As shown in Figure 4A, the proportion of responses for ‘‘probe is larger’’ monotonically as the ratio of the probe size to

the mean size increased. A cumulative Gaussian function was fitted to the curve. The sigma value of the fitted function indicated the percep-

tual sensitivity to the difference between the probe size and the mean size. The smaller the sigma value, the higher the sensitivity, and the

larger the sigma value, the lower the sensitivity.

The rERPs were extracted from the electrodes in the statistically significant clusters in the frontoparietal and occipital regions of Figure 2.

For each predictor, the peak rERP values were calculated by first averaging the rERP amplitudes within a 20-ms window (peakG10ms) around

the three peak times respectively and then averaging the peak amplitudes across the electrodes in each cluster. Pearson correlations were

performed between the sigma and peak rERP values in each cluster across participants. The results (Figure 4B) showed that, for the first peak,

neither the rERPs of the individual items (Figure 4B left, anterior cluster: r =�0.07, p = 0.753; posterior cluster: r = 0.003, p = 0.990) nor those of

the local interactions (Figure 4B middle, anterior cluster: r = �0.20, p = 0.338; posterior cluster: r = 0.20, p = 0.348) was correlated with the

perceptual sensitivity of the mean size. The first peak of the global interaction in the occipital area was significantly and positively correlated

with the mean size perception precision (Figure 4B, right; r = 0.44, p = 0.031); the correlation was not significant for electrodes in the frontal

area (Figure 4B, right; r =�0.35, p = 0.095). The neural responses of the two clusters at the second (Figure 4C) and third (Figure 4D) peaks were

not correlated with the behavioral performance (ps > 0.56). Therefore, the sensitivity in ensemble size perception is only reflected in the early

A

D E F

G
CB

Figure 3. The unique contributions and response latencies of the individual items, the local interactions, and the global interaction

(A–C) The rERPs to the individual items (A), the local interactions (B), and the global interaction (C) in selected occipital electrodes.

(D–F) The unique R2 of the three predictors across time. Horizontal bars indicate the significant time points above the baseline. Shaded areas indicate standard

error of the mean (SEM) across participants.

(G) The latencies of the first rERP peak to the three predictors. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. *** indicate p < 0.001. The a.u. indicates the

arbitrary unit.
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neural response to the global interaction. This finding further suggests that the nonadditive integration of individual items in the stimulus array

supported the ensemble size perception.

Global interaction between items influences ensemble perception

Based on the previous results, we found that only the neural responses to the global interaction were correlated with ensemble perception. It

can be inferred that if the cognitive processing of the global interaction leads to ensemble perception, then the global interaction of the stim-

ulus can also be used to predict ensemble perception. To test this hypothesis, we quantified the influence of the global interaction on the

ensemble perceptionwithin participants and across trials. The influences were calculated using amultivariate logistic regression of the behav-

ioral choice (i.e., whether the probe size was larger than the mean size) on a linear combination of the global interaction and the ratio of the

probe size to the mean size (i.e., the probe-to-mean size ratio). To reveal the unique contribution of each predictor, we then compared the

adjusted R2 between this full model with two reduced models using either the global interaction or the probe-to-mean size ratio as

the predictor.

As shown in Figure 5, the regression coefficients of the global interaction and the probe-to-mean size ratio were both significantly above

zero (the global interaction: t(23) = 6.06, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.24; the probe-to-mean ratio: t(23) = 18.70, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 3.82),

indicating substantial influences of the global interaction in addition to the probe-to-mean size ratio on the ensemble perception across trials.

The unique R2 of the global interaction and the probe-to-mean ratio were both positively significant (the global interaction: t(23) = 3.83,

p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.78; the probe-to-mean ratio: t(23) = 15.96, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 3.26), indicating independent contributions of

the global interaction and the probe-to-mean size ratio to the ensemble perception. These results strengthened the previous results that

the global interaction between items is represented in the brain and mediates ensemble size perception.

Spread attention enhances early neural responses to the global interaction

The unique contribution and the behavioral correlates of the global interaction component indicate that the global nonadditive integration in

the brain supported the ensemble perception. To further explore this hypothesis, Experiment 2 (n = 20) manipulated the attentional distri-

bution over items in the ensemble. Studies have widely demonstrated that ensemble perception is enhancedwhen attention spreads over the

global pattern compared to when attention is focused on a single item.33–35 Based on the nonadditive integration hypothesis, if the global

A

DC

B

Figure 4. Group-level behavioral performance and the behavioral correlates of the rERPs of the individuals, the local interactions, and the global

interaction

(A–D) (A) Behavioral performance in Exp. 1. The ratio of the probe radius to themean radius of the circle array (X axis) is plotted against the proportion of ‘‘probe is

larger’’ responses (Y axis). A cumulativeGaussian function was fitted to the curve for each participant (gray line) and the group average (black line). The correlation

coefficients between the sigma value of the fitted cumulative Gaussian function and the rERPs at the first (B), second (C), and third (D) peaks of the individuals, the

local interactions, and the global interaction. The rERPs for the posterior and anterior clusters are tested separately. * indicates correlations with p < 0.05.
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interaction component represents the ensemble perception, we expect that the spread of attention over the global pattern would enhance

the neural representation of the global interaction component. In contrast, the neural representation for the individual items and their local

interactions would not be influenced.

Tomanipulate the attentional distribution, participants were instructed to either spread attention over the entire circle array (the attend-to-

ensemble condition) or to concentrate attention on a single circle in the array (the attend-to-item condition). They performed a probe vs.

mean size comparison task or a probe vs. single size comparison task accordingly (Figure 6A). We estimated the GFPs for the individual items

(Figure 6B), the local interactions (Figure 6C), and the global interaction (Figure 6D) separately for the two conditions. Regardless of whether

attention was spread over the global pattern or concentrated on a single item, significant GFPs were observed in the early and late phases

after the circle array onset for all three predictors. However, the influence of attention distribution was foundmainly in global interaction. Spe-

cifically, attending to the ensemble induced a larger GFP for the global interaction component than focusing attention on a single circle at

0.070–0.094 and 0.338–0.358 s after the circle array onset. In the global attention condition, it was also found that the individual item compo-

nent had a larger GFP at a later time of 0.418–0.448 s. This could be due to a feedback effect from the global pattern to the individual items.

The early neural response to the global interaction specifically supports ensemble perception

To further explore the functional significance of the global interaction, as in Experiment 1, we computed the Pearson correlation between the

Peak 1 amplitude of the rERP to the global interaction and the ensemble size perception sensitivity and the single size perception sensitivity in

the two attention conditions, respectively. As shown in Figure 7, the Peak 1 amplitude significantly correlated with the mean size sensitivity

(r = 0.49, p = 0.029) but not with the single size sensitivity (r = 0.06, p = 0.814). Therefore, the neural response to the global interaction is spe-

cifically correlated with ensemble perception. These results replicated the findings of Experiment 1 and confirmed that global nonadditive

integration supports ensemble representation.

DISCUSSION

Summarizing visual information into an ensemble representation requires the visual system to integrate information from the individual items.

Here we hypothesized that rather than linearly averaging individual items’ properties (e.g., sizes), the ensemble processing may be realized

through nonadditive integration of individual items.We performed a regression-based ERP estimation, which revealed significant and unique

neural representations of the individual items and their local and global interactions. Critically, only the neural representation of the global

interaction, the highest-order interaction over all circles,22,25 predicted the behavioral precision in ensemble perception within and across

participants. Furthermore, manipulating attentional distribution modulated neural changes mainly in the global interaction, at both early

and late phases. Finally, the behavioral correlates of the global interaction are specific to the ensemble perception but not the item percep-

tion. These findings concomitantly reveal a global nonadditive integration of visual information during ensemble perception and suggest a

global mechanism of ensemble perception in the brain.

Whether a global mechanism exists for ensemble perception has triggered a long-standing debate.4,12,36 Yet research on this issue is

limited. One reason is the lack of techniques to disentangle the neural processing of the ensemble from the processing of individual items,

as the ensemble and individuals are spatially inseparable. The present study employed a regression-based ERP estimation to extract the in-

dependent neural responses to three levels of information: the individuals, the local interactions, and the global interaction. This method

revealed a rapid neural response to the global interaction and confirmed its unique contribution to EEG signals after controlling for the contri-

bution of the other two components. Furthermore, the global interaction was specifically correlated with the precision of the ensemble

perception across two experiments, implying its functional role in ensemble representation. Therefore, the nonadditive integration of all in-

dividual items may serve as a global mechanism in ensemble perception.

Figure 5. Regression coefficients (left) and the unique R2 (right) of the global interaction and the probe-to-mean size ratio

Both predictors predicted the probability of the ‘‘probe being larger’’ responses significantly (left) and had unique contributions to the ensemble perception

(right). The error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. *** indicate p < 0.001.
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So far, studies have focused on the computational principle underlying linear, additive integration of individuals for ensemble repre-

sentation. Recent studies have suggested that the mean perception of an ensemble is not a simple averaging of individuals. Instead, in-

dividual items are weighted by their relative physical saliency or task relevance before linear averaging.17–20,37 A critical logic behind the

weighted averaging account is that the individual items are interdependent. Namely, assigning proper weights over any individual item is

unlikely without a global representation of all individuals. This interdependency across individuals was further revealed in our finding with

the nonadditive integration of individual items. Because the multiplication of all items represents the global interaction component, its

contribution cannot be decomposed onto any individual item. In this regard, the interdependency term should be examined in addition

to the individual items in ensemble representation. Notably, because the weighted averaging only considers linear relations between in-

dividuals, the previous finding that weighted averaging contributes to ensemble perception does not exclude the contribution of the

global interaction in the present results. Future studies could explore the contribution of global interaction over individuals after consid-

ering their weights.

The abstract global integration of the individual sizes may carry functional significance relative to the linear averaging of the individual

sizes. Although the mean and product are closely related, the global integration mechanism can be more efficient than the linear averaging

mechanism in reflecting the contribution of the individual items. For instance, when two items are averaged, the small item might modulate

the mean much less than the large item, making the smaller item difficult to decode. In contrast, when the two items are multiplied, the small

item canmodulate the product as effectively as the large item, allowing both items to be easily decoded.32We suggest that themultiplicative

nature of the global interaction supports the ensemble perception to represent the accurate shape of the distribution of items.38

Our results that ensemble processing takes into account the interactions between individual items are consistent with the normalization

theory.39Whenmultiple stimuli are spatially presented, the canonical neural computation, such as normalization, is likely to be involved. Given

that normalization is responsible for neural interactions among cells, the normalization is intrinsically nonlinear.39 Serving a role in nonlinear

pooling, normalization can also be implemented in high-level visual processing which spans a large visual field as in the ensemble processing

in the present study. Empirical evidence has been found for suppression in ventral stream area V440 and the inferotemporal cortex41 when a

non-preferred stimulus (or object) is presented with a preferred stimulus, supporting that normalization can be implemented in large visual

field integration. Furthermore, the idea of pooling in large receptive fields is also common in broader theories of visual perception. For

example, ensemble statistics have been viewed as a form of gist representation,42 the rough impression of the whole scene without knowing

the details. A prominent ‘‘reverse hierarchy theory’’43 suggests that the gist percept arises at the top of the fast feedforward stream, where

neuronswith large receptive fields respond to large portions of the visual field. In contrast, detailed vision requires slow feedbackpropagation

to lower-level neurons with small receptive fields.

A

DCB

Figure 6. Paradigm and GFPs of Experiment 2

(A–D) (A) Procedures of the attend-to-ensemble (top) and attend-to-item (bottom) conditions in Experiment 2. During the attend-to-ensemble trials, participants

judged whether the size of the probe circle was larger than the average size of the circle array or not. During the attend-to-item trials, participants judged whether

the size of the probe circle was larger than the size of the cued single circle in the circle array. In the attend-to-item task, the probe was randomly placed in one of

the eight locations of the stimulus array. The GFPs of were calculated for the individuals (B), the local interactions (C), and the global interaction (D) in the attend-

to-ensemble and attend-to-item conditions. The blue horizontal bar illustrates the significant time points for the attend-to-ensemble condition; the orange

horizontal bar illustrates the significant time points for the attend-to-item condition; the black horizontal bar illustrates significant differences between the

two attention distribution conditions. The a.u. indicates the arbitrary unit.
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Although it has not been demonstrated in ensemble perception, the nonadditive integration of local information is likely to be a basic

computational principle of global information processing in the brain.21,44,45 For instance, nonadditive integration of local information has

been observed in Gestalt psychology15,21 and multisensory integration.22,23 Such global information processing, including ensemble repre-

sentation, can be built by pooling together the activity of local low-level feature detectors across the visual field. A global receptive field can

then be generated as a combination of local receptive fields to build a holistic representation of a visual scene in high-level visual process-

ing.46–48 In line with this classical feedforward model, the representation latency for the global integration is later than that for the individual

items.48 A nonadditively integrated ensemble representation, which contains information about individual items and the relations between

individuals, is more consistent with the context-dependent properties of visual processing.45

Notably, the global interaction term, computed as the multiplication of eight individual sizes, is mathematically related to the

geometric mean, which is the linear averaging of the logarithmic compressed individual sizes. Treating the global interaction as the geo-

metric mean makes the individual sizes independent in the ensemble mean size processing. While this is an interesting possibility, there

has been no evidence for logarithmic compression in size perception or ensemble processing in the brain. Furthermore, if the visual sys-

tem follows a linear averaging of individual sizes, the individuals do not interact with each other for ensemble processing. Then the

ensemble perception process would not be influenced by the variance or saliency of the individual ensemble stimuli. This conflicts

with the previous findings on the influence of variance and saliency on the ensemble perception.14,49 Nevertheless, both the nonadditive

integration and the geometric mean explanations are worth exploring in future studies. Furthermore, this study only explores how indi-

viduals are integrated in the ensemble computation, and it cannot answer the question of the neural representation of ensemble size

in the brain.50 The relationship between ensemble representation and nonadditive integration of individuals is another promising direction

for future research.

In our results, relative to attending to a single item, attending to the global pattern increased the neural response to the global interaction

in the early and late phases, yet global attention increased the neural response to the individual items only at a later phase. The early atten-

tional enhancement of global interaction indicates that the rapid global integration is not a simple fast sweep in the early visual area, which is

supposed not to be modulated by attention.51 Instead, the global integration is a feedback processing,48,51 and the attention modulation is

transmitted to the individual items in a late object recognition stage that scrutinizes individual items.47,48 These results suggest that the

perception of the ensemble and its local information follows a reverse hierarchy.43,48

In summary, the present study shows that the visual system responds rapidly to the global interaction between individual items during

ensemble perception. The global interaction, which specifically predicts the precision of ensemble perception within and across participants,

reveals a global nonadditive integration of individual items supporting ensemble representation. Ensemble perception may be realized

through a global mechanism with nonadditive integration of individual items.

Limitations of the study

Although our study provides strong evidence that ensemble processing is nonadditive rather than linear for the integration of individual

items, and that spreading attention can enhance the nonadditive integration of individual items, there are still some unanswered questions

in this study that deserve further investigation. First, although interactions between individual items are involved in ensemble processing, the

specific neurocomputational mechanisms of ensemble processing remain unclear. Future computational modeling studies could investigate

how interactions between individual items contribute to ensemble processing. Second, the EEG technique used in this study does not pro-

vide information about the brain regions where individual items are integrated. Future fMRI- and MEG-based studies could investigate in

which brain regions individual items are integrated linearly and nonlinearly. Third, it is unclear how ensemble processing and individual

item processing interact with each other. Future studies investigating these questions in more detail may shed more light on the cognitive

neural mechanisms of ensemble processing.

Figure 7. Behavioral correlates of the global interaction in the two attention distribution conditions

The Pearson correlation between the Peak 1 amplitude of the rERP to the global interaction and the perceptual sensitivity (i.e., the fitted sigma value) was

significant in the attend-to-ensemble condition (left) but non-significant in the attend-to-item condition (right).
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Jianrong Jia (jianrongjia@hznu.

edu.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents or other materials.

Data and code availability

� The data has been deposited at Mendeley data repository and is publicly available as of the date of publication. DOI is listed in the key

resources table.
� The code has been deposited at Mendeley data repository and is publicly available as of the date of publication. DOI is listed in the key

resources table.

� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Participants

Twenty-four (15 females, mean age 20.54 years, range 19-24 years, Mongoloid ethnicity) and twenty (18 females, mean age 19.10 years, range

18-22 years, Mongoloid ethnicity) healthy participants with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,

respectively. All participants were naive to the purpose of the experiments. They provided written informed consent and received monetary

compensation for participation. The experimental procedure was approved by the Departmental Ethical Committee of Hangzhou Normal

University.

METHOD DETAILS

Stimuli and apparatus

The stimuli were generated and controlled with MATLAB (the MathWorks) and Psychophysics Toolbox (Psychtoolbox-3).52 The stimuli were

presented on a 21-inch CRT screenwith a resolution of 10243768 pixels and a refresh rate of 100Hz. The participants were comfortably seated

at 70 cm from the screen with their heads stabilized on a chin rest. Both experiments were conducted in a dimly lit room.

General procedure and design

Experiment 1

Each trial started with the presentation of a white fixation point (84.53 cd/m2, diameter is 0.16 � visual angle) at the center of a gray screen

(42.80 cd/m2) (see Figure 1). After 800 ms, a stimulus array consisting of eight circles was presented for 200 ms. At 1000 ms after the offset

of the stimulus array, a probe circle was presented at the center of the screen for 200 ms. Participants judged whether the probe’s size

was larger or smaller than the mean size of the circles in the stimulus array by pressing one of two keys on the keyboard. The response should

be made within 1800 ms after the probe offset. Participants were instructed to fixate at the fixation point during the whole trial.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Experimental data and analysis code (Matlab) This paper https://doi.org/10.17632/vtsx2694p7.1

Software and algorithms

MATLAB MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com/

Psychtoolbox-3 Brainard, D.H., 199752 http://psychtoolbox.org/

EEGLAB Delorme, A. et al., 200453 https://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/index.php

Unfold Toolbox Ehinger BV et al., 201954 https://www.unfoldtoolbox.org/
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The eight circles in the stimulus array were presented in eight fixed locations evenly distributed on an imaginary circle centered on the

fixation point with a 279-pixel (9�in visual angle) radius. Across trials, the average radius of the stimulus array varied at 10 levels, which

were 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, and 80 pixels. We adopted a procedure to determine each circle’s size (i.e., radius) while keeping

the circle’s mean size at a given level. First, at a given level of the mean size, four reference radii were randomly drawn from a uniform dis-

tribution between 0.2 and 0.8 times the average radius. Then, each of the four reference radii was added to and subtracted from the average

radius, producing eight circle radii. Finally, the eight radii were randomly assigned to circles at the eight fixed locations. The radius of the

probe circle was 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2, or 1.3 times the average radius of the stimulus array in different trials. The circle edge was composed

of an outer white line (luminance: 84.53 cd/m2) and an inner black line (luminance: 0 cd/m2), which ensured the mean luminance of each circle

was roughly equal to the background luminance. Each participant completed 980 trials in about 2 hrs. A forced break was inserted after every

140 trials.

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 had two blocks, one for the attend-to-ensemble condition and one for the attend-to-item condition. The attend-to-ensemble

block used the same stimuli and procedure as Experiment 1, except that the behavioral response should be made within 1300 ms after the

probe offset. The subsequent trial started after a 500-ms interval following the response (upper row, Figure 6A). The attend-to-item block

used a similar procedure. Still, the participants made a judgment on the relative size of the probe to the size of an individual circle (the

left circle) in the stimulus array. The probe circle was presented on a random location of the stimulus array (lower row, Figure 6A). To match

the task difficulty, the radius of the probe circle was 0.82, 0.88, 0.94, 1, 1.06, 1.12, or 1.18 times that of the cued circle. The order of the two

blocks was counterbalanced across participants. Each block contained 980 trials. A forced break was inserted after every 140 trials.

Behavioral measurement of the mean size judgment

The ratio of the probe circle’s size to the circle array’s mean size constituted seven steps in both experiments. First, we calculated the pro-

portion of ‘‘larger’’responses in each step across different sizes. Next, we fitted a cumulative Gaussian function to the proportion of ‘‘larger’’

responses against the actual ratio of the probe size to the mean size for each participant. The fitted function’s standard deviation (i.e., the

sigma value) was calculated to represent the precision of mean size judgement,55 with a lower sigma value indicating higher sensitivity

and a larger sigma value indicating lower sensitivity in mean size perception.

EEG acquisition and preprocessing

EEGdata were acquired at a sampling rate of 500Hz using a 64-channel Easycap and twoBrainAmp amplifiers (Brain Products). The horizontal

electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded by an additional electrode placed near the outer canthus of the left eye; an additional electrode below

the right eye recorded the vertical EOG. FCz was used as the reference electrode during recording. The impedance of all electrodes were

kept below 5 kU. Offline preprocessing was carried out using EEGLAB.53 The EEG data were re-referenced to the average value across all

electrodes (except the HEOG and VEOG) and band-pass filtered between 1 and 30 Hz. Independent component analysis (ICA) was per-

formed to remove eye-movement and other artifactual components. On average, 8 ICA components were removed for each subject. No

further trial rejection was executed. Data were epoched from -200 ms to 1000 ms relative to the onset of the circle array.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

rERP estimation

A linear regression model was constructed to predict the EEG signals during ensemble size perception. Because our goal was to examine

whether the interactions between individuals would be represented in the brain, in addition to the individuals, we have only included the

simplest 2-item local interactions and the highest-order 8-item global interaction in the model.23,26,56 Specifically, the individual circle sizes

(I1-8: I1, I2, I3, I4, I5, I6, I7, I8), the local interactions between adjacent circles (L1-8: I13I2, I23I3, I33I4, I43I5, I53I6, I63I7, I73I8, I8
3I1), and the global interaction across all eight circles (G: I13I23I33I43I53I63I73I8)

23,26 were included in the regression model. Because the

variance of EEG data is limited, not exhausting all potential interaction terms, such as 3- or 4-item interactions, also ensured a high signal-to-

noise ratio in fitting the regressionmodel. Previous studies demonstrated that the visual system relies on the radius to determine the size of a

circle rather than the mathematical area27,28; therefore, we use the radius as the measure of size. The model was shown as follows:

EEG =

 X8
i = 1

bIi 3 Ii

!
+

 X8
i = 1

bLi 3 Li

!
+ bG 3G

where Ii and bIi are the radius of the i-th circle and its neural response weight, Li and bLi are the i-th local interaction and its neural response

weight, and G and bG are the global interaction and its neural response weight.

Ridge regression was used to estimate the neural response weights for each predictor.57,58 The Unfold toolbox54 was used for model

fitting. A parameter l, set through cross-validation in each participant separately, was included to control for model overfitting. Values in

each predictor were converted to z scores before model fitting to reduce structural multicollinearity.59 The neural response weight was esti-

mated at each electrode and time point separately.
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Unique explained variance of each predictor

We adopted a stepwise regression logic to investigate the unique contribution of each level of information (i.e., the individual items, the local

interactions, and the global interaction) to the EEG signals. First, the model above was used as a full model, in which the individual sizes, the

local interactions, and the global interactionwere simultaneously included as predictors for the EEG signals (the ILGmodel). Then, we defined

three reducedmodels that used the individual sizes and the local interactions (the ILmodel), the individual sizes and the global interaction (the

IG model), and the local interactions and the global interaction (the LG model) as predictors, respectively. The unique contribution of each

predictor can be quantified as the model fit (explained variance or R2) difference between the full model and the reducedmodel without that

specific predictor. Specifically, the individual items, the local interactions, the global interaction can be quantified as the explained variance

difference between the ILG and LGmodels, the ILG and IGmodels, the ILG and IL models, respectively. Six electrodes (P5, P7, PO7, P6, P8,

and PO8) on the bilateral occipital areas were selected for statistical analysis.

Influence of global interaction on ensemble perception

The influences of the global interaction between the individual items and the ratio of the probe size to themean size on the ensemble percep-

tion were calculated via a multivariate logistic regression of behavioral choice (i.e., whether the probe size was larger than the mean size)

across trials and within participants. The regression model was a linear combination of the global interaction and the probe-to-mean size

ratio.

PðlargeÞ = F½bG 3 G + bR 3 R�
where P(large) is the probability of judging the probe size being larger than the mean size of the circle array; F[.] is the cumulative normal

density function; G and bG are the global interaction and its regression coefficient, respectively; R and bR are the probe-to-mean size ratio

and its regression coefficient, respectively.

The adjusted R2 between the multivariate logistic regression model above was further compared with two univariate models using either

the global size interaction or the probe-to-mean size ratio as the predictor to reveal the unique contribution of each predictor.

Cluster-based permutation testing

To determine whether the unique explained variances were higher than the baseline we used a nonparametric sign-permutation test at each

timepoint to test the significance.30 The unique explained varianceswere first baseline-corrected, then their signswere randomly flipped 1000

times with a probability of 50%, generating a null distribution. The percentage of the unique explained variance obtained from the null dis-

tribution being equal to or larger than the observed unique explained variance was calculated and used as the significance level. This pro-

cedure was repeated for each time point. A cluster-based permutation test was then used to correct for multiple comparisons over time using

a cluster significance threshold of p < 0.05. The mean accuracy before the stimulus onset (-200 to 0 ms) was used as the baseline.

The cluster-based permutation test30 was used to examine the topographic distribution of the beta values (Figure 2, right). A one-sample

t-test was performed on each sensor’s beta value against zero separately. Sensors showing a significant effect (p < 0.025) were clustered

based on spatial adjacency, with a minimum of two adjacent sensors to form a cluster. The sign of the beta value was randomly flipped

1000 times with a probability of 50%, generating a null distribution. The clusters were further thresholded at p < 0.01.

Global field power (GFP)

We computed the global field power (GFP) of the neural response to each predictor: the GFP quantifies the amount of activity at each time

point considering the data from all recording electrodes simultaneously, which results in a reference-independent descriptor of the potential

field.29 We used the GFP to describe the overall responses of the multichannel recordings. Based on the GFP results, we further analyzed the

topographic distribution of responses and the rERPs on the electrodes of the largest responses.

GFP =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i = 1ðui � uÞ2

n

s

where ui is the rERP amplitude of the electrode i, u is the average amplitude of all electrodes, and n is the number of electrodes. Before GFP

computation, the estimated rERPs were converted to z scores across all channels and times.

GFP testing

We used a nonparametric permutation test to investigate the significance of the observed GFP values.60 Because the grand-averaged GFP

across participants at one moment depends on the GFP of the individual ERPs and the consistency of the topography over participants, a

series of steps were taken. For a given time point: (1) the GFP of the grandmean of rERPs across participants was computed; (2) the measure-

ments across channels were randomly shuffled for each participant; (3) the GFP of the grand mean over the randomly shuffled data were

computed and retained as one instance of the GFP under the null hypothesis; (4) steps (2) to (3) were repeated for 5000 times; (5) the percent-

age of cases where the GFP obtained after randomization was equal to or larger than the GFP obtained in the observed data was calculated.

This percentage was treated as the significance of the GFP at the given time point. Multiple comparisons across the time were corrected by

FDR correction.61
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We used a nonparametric permutation test to examine the GFP difference between the two attention conditions in Experiment 2. For a

given time, the GFPs from the two conditions of all participants were mixed with shuffled labels. The GFP difference was then computed on

the label-shuffled data. Repeating this procedure 5000 times resulted in a permutation distribution for the difference between the two con-

ditions. The percentage of the GFP difference obtained from the label-shuffled data being equal to or larger than the GFP difference ob-

tained from the observed data was calculated and used as the significance level of the GFP difference at the given time point. Multiple com-

parisons across the time were corrected by FDR correction.61
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